
When I was serving overseas in WW2 I was lead to believe  I was fighting for Democracy& the Australian 
Way of Life. 
When I retired I invested my life savings in a NSW country Strata beach Unit( Sydney was far beyond my 
resources) ,thinking I & 
my family could spend our few remaining years without hassle or worry& be protected  by our 
Government.  
    How wrong I have been, after struggling through the three  
new Coastal Reforms & associated papers, & seeing Democracy vanish. 
  
    Although the proposed papers mainly read well, it is the interpretation of many sections which give 
rise to  grave fears & concerns. 
    To give specific examples of my concerns: 
  
. Where have all my rights as a decent law abiding citizen gone ? Why have the various tiers of  State & 
local government 
been given powers to strip me of my normal citizens & common law rights because I happen to live 
within 500 metres of Mean High Water Level with little or  NO  Right of Appeal ? It is noted that Sydney 
& Botany Bay are specifically excluded from these new rules  & one is left to speculate is this because 
there are too many VIP’s living near the sea in those areas? One can only hope that we ordinary rate 
paying citizens will be afforded  at least equal rights to our Aboriginal partners as shown in the Bill 
  ie.”(c)to acknowledge Aboriginal peoples’ spiritual, social, customary and economic use of the coastal 
zone, “ 
  
  Why are the following & similar  draconian measures really necessary: 
“  Complying development set out in the General Housing Code, Rural Housing Code, and Commercial 
and Industrial (New Buildings and Additions) Code cannot currently be carried out on land that is 
affected by coastal hazards, and this arrangement is to continue in relation to Coastal Vulnerability 
Areas which covers such areas." 
  It should at teast be that proposed improvements/redevelopments on existing residential blocks be 
assessed on a case-by-case basis by local Council& if necessary by appeal to the NSW Coastal Council & 
finally by appeal to a court of law rather than be subjected to "blanket"  restrictions   without any Right 
of Appeal..We coastal residents bought our land & homes in good faith, broke no laws but are being 
treated like Second class citizens & potential criminals> 
  
  
  I also refer to the NSW Coastal Council(NSWCC) which has immense powers & is appointed by , & 
solely responsible to ,the Minister.Hardly Democratic. 
There will be 3 to 7 members, three of whom could  have experience in (e) Social Service,(f)Economics 
&(g ) local government .  None of these appear to be very relevant to Coastal Hazards. We need a 
Hydrographer with Tide Gauge experience eg someone from Manly Hydraulics Laboratory which 
monitors all NSW Tidal Gauges, perhaps someone from the Bureau of Meteorology & guess what ? --the 
most important element who so far have been completely omitted ,but most effected by all these 
Reforms(‘’ No taxation without representation “that caused the American Revolution?) at least 2 rate 
paying citizens who actually live in Coastal Zones to  be nominated by suitable Coastal Alliances or 
Associations. 



  
  The average person & most local Councils have little detailed knowledge of Coastal Hazards, Climate 
Change & Mean Sea LevelMSL).In fact very few people seem to remember their school physics  that 
melted sea ice causes the  mean sea level to FALL,(Ice floats) & that Climate Change does  NOT 
necessarily cause sea level to  RISEeg . Coffs Harbour has had a Fall of 2mm in MSL over the past 5 years. 
MSL rise or fall CANNOT be accurately forecasted  or predicted  
for more than a couple of years ahead  at most because of so many variables. Anything more is guess 
work. A long linear progression can not  
be  relied upon & MSL rates vary from place to place. 
Some of the factors apart from the influence of heavenly bodies are weather & climate such as 
temperature, season, rainfall, air pressure,sunshine, El Nino, monsoon,cyclones,wind,evaporation & 
drought etc.Nobody continuously monitors  rain fall over all the oceans. 
Then there are factors such as earth quakes, tsunamis, volcanos, tectonic movement, continental drift, 
land rising & subsiding,  plus man made influences such as population numbers,dams ,irrigation, air 
conditioners,  pollution, factories, vehicles & power houses etc. 
  Some Councils often rely on so called Consultants with dubious qualifications for Coastal matters but 
once their Report is received& approved because of lack of detailed knowledge it becomes law often to 
the detriment of innocent local rate payers with no right to appeal. 
 
  In Summary we seem to have forgotten we are dealing with Human Beings  who have done no wrong, 
but are trying to live the Australian way of life near the sea. 
They just need a fair go & not to be treated like second class citizens & have their basic rights taken 
away by  perhaps a jealous green fringe. 
  There should be one law for the whole of the NSW coast with NO exceptions such as those proposed 
for Sydney & Botany Bay . 
The NSW Coastal Council needs a radical overhaul & include at least a Hydrographer &  2 affected 
citizens. 
There must be an automatic Right of Appeal for Coastal citizens against unfair or  unjust rulings by 
Councils & the NSWCC including the right to take a matter to  
a court like any other citizen. 
 
 
Yours sincerely,  
 
Errol  Stevens    

     
 

Woolgoolga, NSW  2456 




